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Abstract:
A Peer to Peer environment is established when 2 or more computers are linked and share packets without central server. A P2P
connection can be ad-hoc in an environment. In a p2p network number of nodes can join and leave the network in a random way.
In a P2P network nodes are both clients and servers called workers. Here exchange of information is direct between nodes at the
edge of the internet. On top of underlying network environment the connected nodes establish a virtual overlay network.
Examples of overlays are CDNs, P2P apps; application-level multicasting etc. the problem in this environment is, if number of
nodes is more in a p2p overlay network sharing of content also more. Here, while sharing content may lose due to different
reasons. This paper explains why content is going to lose while sharing of packets or content. To know this here I am applying
load separation method to structured overlay networks.
Keywords: Peer to Peer, Load, Caching.
1. INTRODUCTION
Difference between structured Vs unstructured P2P.
Structured P2P
The topology of the network is tightly established and files are
placed at specified locations. Provide calibrating between the
file location and identifier.

Figure.2: Example for Un Structured P2P representation

Figure.1. Example for Structured P2P representation
In a structured [1] P2P, there is a concept of fixed connections
in the overlay and DHT indexing.
Unstructured P2P
Random data is distributed over the peers and broadcasting
approaches are used for searching. In a overlay topology
placement of data is unrelated.
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In unstructured p2p links are arbitrarily connected between
nodes to node. When a node wants to search the file, the
request is to be throwing in the network to find as number of
nodes as possible that to share requested data. In a P2P[2][3]
environment each of the node has same vantage, capabilities
and responsibilities. This type of environment is different from
client/server environment. In c/s architectures, computers store
info and can access to resources, which other systems in
network can access through the network. In c/s not required
for full time administration. Every individual user act as
administrator to his system. User can easily control his
machine and resources. Building and maintaining of this type
of structured P2P network is very less cost. Here I am taking
the one peer to peer network to show the simulation of load
separation method.
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also assuming packets[7][8] dropping. after simulation the
above table is derived. by considering the above table we will
preparing simulation graph with respect to packets sent and
dropped between all the nodes[9][10].

Figure.3: Example for Simulation
Here we consider first number of nodes available in the
network[4]. Number nodes means average number of nodes.
Avgn=Average number of nodes in the network
ln=load at every node in the network, avgln=calculating
average load in the network from_node=No. of packets send
from a node, end_node=No. of packets received at node
calculating load at every node by calculating load at every
node. That is number of packets holding and number of
packets sending[5][6] as per the request from the other node.
Also finding number requests receiving and number of
responses from the node. Here we are considering different
events; based on the events we will calculate the above.
Here we consider sample data and we will represent
simulation by using graph
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Figure.5: Number of Packets Sent
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Figure.4: 2 links fails
$ns duplex-link $node(1) $node(2) 100Mb 1ms DropTail
$ns duplex-link $node(1) $node(3) 100Mb 1ms DropTail
$ns duplex-link $node(1) $node(4) 100mb 1ms DropTail
$ns duplex-link $node(2) $node(1) 200mb 1ms DropTail
$ns duplex-link $node(2) $node(3) 200mb 1ms DropTail
$ns duplex-link $node(2) $node(4) 200mb 1ms DropTail
$ns duplex-link $node(3) $node(1) 250mb 1ms DropTail
$ns duplex-link $node(3) $node(2) 250mb 1ms DropTail
$ns duplex-link $node(3) $nod5e(4) 250mb 1ms DropTail.
here we considering every packet size 1024 bits. assuming
link failure between node(1) to node(2), node(2) to node(1)
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Figure.6: Number of Packets Dropped
Based on the trace file so, here if you observe packets
dropping is very high. To avoid this we will find heavy traffic
lines. Heavy traffic network [11] [12] lines and connected
nodes are separated. We will find heavy loaded nodes are kept
separately.
Algorithm: finding heavy loaded peers
Pseudocode for finding heavy loaded peers
Pseudo code for the Peer Selection
Algorithm
n=number requests, enqueue, dequeue
for all MyPeers
if( enqueue>max)
queryHit(n) is very high, heavy load at node
if (enqueue<min)
queueHits is low, queryHit(n) is low, low load at node in the
network
Here heavy loaded peer nodes are grouped and low loaded
peer nodes are grouped. So, separating low loaded peer nodes
from heavy loaded peers.
II. SUMMARY
In this paper the main focus is replication of packets. While
replication data may lose due to the above mentioned reason.
For that purpose we will apply load separation method by
finding heavy loaded nodes from low loaded peers.
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Figure.7. this figure shows the overall my paper that is
separating free-loaded, balanced nodes from overloaded
nodes. Based on this information we can send and receive
more data without any lose.
III. CONCLUSION:
This paper helps to share the data between number of nodes.
by applying separation method we can easily find heavy
loaded nodes from low loaded nodes. if node is heavy load we
can avoid that node as a mediator. so that we can't loss our
data.
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